Methods for High-Resolution Electrical Mapping in the Gastrointestinal Tract.
Over the last two decades, high-resolution (HR) mapping has emerged as a powerful technique to study normal and abnormal bioelectrical events in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. This technique, adapted from cardiology, involves the use of dense arrays of electrodes to track bioelectrical sequences in fine spatiotemporal detail. HR mapping has now been applied in many significant GI experimental studies informing and clarifying both normal physiology and arrhythmic behaviors in disease states. This review provides a comprehensive and critical analysis of current methodologies for HR electrical mapping in the GI tract, including extracellular measurement principles, electrode design and mapping devices, signal processing and visualization techniques, and translational research strategies. The scope of the review encompasses the broad application of GI HR methods from in vitro tissue studies to in vivo experimental studies, including in humans. Controversies and future directions for GI mapping methodologies are addressed, including emerging opportunities to better inform diagnostics and care in patients with functional gut disorders of diverse etiologies.